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In this proceedings, we report the latest results of J/ψ and ϒ production from the STAR experiment
at RHIC, in different colliding systems and colliding energies. J/ψ nuclear modification factors
(RAA) in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200, 62.4 and 39 GeV and in U+U collisions at
√
sNN =
193 GeV, ϒ RAA in d+Au and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 and in U+U collisions at
√
sNN =
193 GeV are shown and compared to different theoretical models. We also present prospects of
quarkonium measurements at STAR.
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1. Introduction
It was proposed that in high energy heavy-ion collisions quarkonium states can be used as
probes of the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP) formation. Due to the Debye-like color screening of the
quark-antiquark potential in the hot and dense medium, quarkonia are expected to dissociate and
this ”melting” can be a signature of the presence of a QGP [1]. Moreover, different quarkonium
states have different binding energies and thus sizes and so they are expected to melt at different
temperatures in the QGP. Therefore, this sequential quarkonium suppression pattern can be used
as a QGP thermometer [2]. Studies of production of quarkonium states in heavy-ion collisions can
provide insight into the thermodynamic properties of the hot and dense medium [3].
But there are other mechanisms that can alter quarkonium yields in heavy-ion collisions rela-
tive to p+ p collisions. In the hot medium the yields can be enhanced due to statistical recombina-
tion of heavy quark-antiquark pairs. Also, effects related to the ”normal” nuclear matter, so called
cold nuclear matter (CNM) effects - such as shadowing, Cronin effect, initial-state parton energy
loss or final state nuclear absorption - can affect qarkonium production. Due to the interplay of all
mentioned mechanisms, it is difficult to isolate the color screening effect from other effects. At
RHIC energies, ϒ are considered as cleaner probes of the QGP, compared to J/ψ , because of the
negligible statistical recombination and co-mover absorption [4, 5]. J/ψ with high-pT , > 5 GeV/c,
are also expected to be almost not affected by the recombination and CNM effects [6]. STAR mea-
surement of the J/ψ elliptic flow (v2) [7] confirmed negligible recombination, and data disfavor the
scenario that J/ψ are dominantly produced by statistical recombination from thermalized cc¯ pairs,
at pT > 2 GeV/c.
Interpretation of experimental results is also complicated because the significant fraction of
J/ψ and ϒ originate from feed-down sources. Inclusive J/ψ production is a combination of prompt
and non-prompt J/ψ . The prompt J/ψ production consists of the direct one (∼60%) and of a feed-
down from excited states ψ(2S) and χC, while non-prompt J/ψ originate from B-hadron decays.
The feed-down contribution to the production of the ground state ϒ(1S) from excited state is mea-
sured to be ∼ 30-50% [8].
Systematic measurements of quarkonium production as a function of centrality and trans-
verse momentum, for different colliding systems and collision energies may help to understand
the quarkonium production mechanisms in heavy-ion collisions as well as properties of the created
medium. We present here STAR results on J/ψ production in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200,
62.4 and 39 GeV and in U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV. Also, ϒ(1S+ 2S+ 3S) and ϒ(1S)
measurements in p+ p, d+Au and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and in U+U collisions
at
√
sNN = 193 GeV are presented. Finally, we give prospects of the quakonium measurements in
STAR with the recent upgrades.
2. Quarkonium measurements with the STAR experiment
In STAR, different quarkonium states - J/ψ , ψ(2S) and ϒ states - have been analysed via
their di-electron decay channels. The STAR detector [9] is a multi-purpose detector that has a
large acceptance at mid-rapidity, |η | < 1, with a full azimuthal coverage. The Time Projection
Chamber (TPC) [10] is the main tracking system and is used to identify particles through the
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ionization energy loss (dE/dx) measurement. Furthermore, electrons can be selected using the
Time Of Flight (TOF) detector [11] that greatly enhances the electron identification capability
at low momentum where the dE/dx bands for electrons and hadrons overlap. High-pT electron
identification can be improved by the Barrel Electromagnetic Calorimeter (BEMC) [12] which
measures energy deposited in the detector. The BEMC is also used to trigger on high-pT electrons
(HT trigger). Minimum bias (MB) data are triggered by the Vertex Position Detectors (VPD) [13].
2.1 Results on J/ψ production
In order to evaluate effects of the medium created in heavy-ion collisions on J/ψ production,
the nuclear modification factors (RAA) in Au+Au and U+U collisions were calculated. RAA is de-
fined as a ratio of the particle yield in A+A collisions to that in p+ p collisions, scaled by the
number of binary collisions. The measurements were done as a function of transverse momentum,
and for different centrality bins, which are represented as the number of participant nucleons (Npart)
in a collision.
The left panel of Fig. 1 shows J/ψ RAA in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV as a function
of Npart , for low- (< 5 GeV/c) [14] and high-pT (> 5 GeV/c) [15] ranges. J/ψ suppression increases
with the collision centrality, and the suppression level is systematically lower for high-pT J/ψ
compared to low-pT ones. Suppression of high-pT J/ψ observed in central collisions (0-30%)
points to the color screening effect and formation of the QGP, since high-pT J/ψ are expected to be
not affected by the recombination or CNM effects.
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Figure 1: Left: J/ψ RAA as a function of Npart in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV at mid-rapidity
([15, 14]) with two model predictions ([6, 16]). The low-pT (< 5 GeV/c) result is shown as black full circles
and the high-pT (> 5 GeV/c) measurement as red full circles. Right: J/ψ RAA as a function of Npart in Au+Au
collisions at
√
sNN = 200 (black), 62.4 (red) and 39 (blue) GeV at mid-rapidity with model predictions. As
the green circle the minimum bias U+U measurement at
√
sNN = 193 GeV is also presented.
STAR results are compared with two model predictions, Zhao and Rapp [6] and Liu et al. [16].
Both take into account direct J/ψ production with the color screening effect and production via
recombination of c and c¯ quarks. The Zhao and Rapp model also includes the J/ψ formation time
effect and the B-hadron feed-down contribution. At low pT both predictions (green lines) are in
3
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agreement with the data, while the high-pT result is well described by the Liu et al. model and the
model of Zhao and Rapp underpredicts the measured RAA. The high-pT predictions are represented
by blue lines in Fig.1.
One can study the interplay between recombination, CNM effects and direct J/ψ production
(that can be influenced by the color screening effect) by changing energies of colliding ions. The
right panel of Fig. 1 shows low-pT J/ψ RAA in Au+Au collisions for different colliding energies,√
sNN = 200 (black), 62.4 (red) and 39 (blue) GeV. For all these three energies, the suppression is
similar within the uncertainties, and results are well described by the model of Zhao and Rapp [6].
It should be however noted here that due to lack of precise p+ p measurements at 62.4 and 39 GeV
Color Evaporation Model calculations [17] are used as baselines. This introduces big uncertainties
that are shown as boxes in the right panel of Fig.1, separately for each energy.
STAR has also performed an analysis of J/ψ RAA in U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV.
The centrality integrated result is shown in the right panel of Fig.1, as a full circle. Energy density
reached in U+U collisions can be up to 20% higher than in Au+Au collisions, in the same centrality
bin [18]. In this case, the observed suppression is consistent with that in Au+Au collisions at 200
GeV.
As seen in Fig. 2, where nuclear modification factors are presented as a function of transverse
momentum, there is almost no differences in RAA vs pT between results from Au+Au collisions at
different energies (the left panel), and between Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and U+U
collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV (the right panel), within the uncertainties.
Figure 2: Left: J/ψ RAA as a function of pT in Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200, 62.4 and 39 GeV at
mid-rapidity for min-bias collisions. Right: J/ψ RAA as a function of pT in min-bias Au+Au collisions at√
sNN = 200 GeV and U+U at
√
sNN = 193 GeV.
2.2 Results on ϒ production
Measurements of ϒ production in heavy ion collisions help to further investigate the color
screening effect. Before presenting results from Au+Au and U+U collisions we show ϒ measure-
ments in p+ p and d+Au collisions, as the baseline and knowledge of the CNM effects are needed.
Modification of ϒ production in d+Au collision, where hot and dense medium is not expected to
be created, provides information about CNM effects that can still affect ϒ, for example shadowing
of the parton distribution functions in nucleus or parton energy loss.
4
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Figure 3: Left: ϒ p+ p (blue stars) and d+Au (red circles) cross-sections ([5]) as a function of rapidity,
compared to CEM NLO pQCD calculations ([19]). Right: RdAu as a function of rapidity for STAR ([5]), red
stars, and PHENIX ([20]), green diamond, results, compared to different model predictions ([21]).
STAR has measured ϒ production in p + p, d+Au and Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200
GeV [5] and in U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV. Figure 3 shows p+ p and d+Au cross-sections
as a function of rapidity, represented by stars and full circles, respectively. Measurements of the
p+ p cross-section, and backward and forward d+Au cross-sections are in agreement with NLO
pQCD Color Evaporation Model calculations [19]. In the case of d+Au, the NLO pQCD CEM
calculation takes into account the shadowing effect. There is however a discrepancy at mid-rapidity
(y ∼ 0) region for the d+Au measurement which suggests some other effects beside the nuclear
PDF modification influencing ϒ production at mid-rapidity in d+Au collisions.
The right panel of Fig. 3 presents the nuclear modification factor for d+Au collisions, RdAu,
as a function of rapidity. In order to further evaluate the CNM effects on ϒ production, the data
are compared to CEM calculations with shadowing based on the EPS09 nPDF parametrization,
presented as the shaded area, Arleo et al. model [21] where suppression of ϒ is due to initial-state
parton energy loss, presented as the dashed line, and the model combining both shadowing and
energy loss, presented as the dashed-dotted line. The strong ϒ suppression at y ∼ 0 observed by
STAR cannot be explained by the available predictions of CNM effects. Understanding of these
effects is important for the interpretation of results from heavy-ion collisions.
The nuclear modification factors for ϒ(1S + 2S + 3S) in Au+Au collisions at √sNN = 200
GeV and U+U collisions at |y| < 1 and √sNN = 193 GeV are shown on the left panel of Fig. 4,
as a function of Npart . The Au+Au and U+U points for different centralities are shown as black
circles and red diamonds, respectively. In the most central collisions the strong suppression is ob-
served: RAuAu =0.49±0.13(Au+Au stat.)±0.07(p+ p stat.)±0.02(Au+Au syst.)±0.06(p+ p syst.)
and RUU =0.35±0.17(stat.)±0.03−0.13(syst.). It is also seen that Au+Au and U+U measurements follow
the same trend. The data are in agreement with two model predictions, of Strickland Emerick et
al. [23] and Bozow [22]. Both include hot-nuclear-matter effects, and Emerick et al. calculations
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Figure 4: Left: RAA as a function of Npart for ϒ(1S+2S+3S) at |y|< 1, Au+Au (black circles), ([5]), and
U+U (red diamonds) collisions, compared to two model predictions (shaded areas), [22, 23]. Right: RdA
and RAA vs Npart for ϒ(1S) ground state at |y| < 1 for d+Au (green rectangle) and Au+Au (black circles)
collisions, ([5]), compared to different model predictions (shaded area and dashed line), [22, 24].
include in addition the CNM effects.
With the available ϒ statistics it was also possible to separate ϒ(1S) from the excited states,
ϒ(2S + 3S). The right panel of Fig. 4 presents nuclear modification factors for ϒ(1S) in d+Au
and Au+Au collisions, as a function of centrality. For d+Au and Au+Au peripheral collisions,
the nuclear modification factor is consistent with unity, while the most central 10% Au+Au data
show suppression. The most central Au+Au point is consistent with the prediction of the Liu et
al. model [24] for inclusive ϒ(1S) RAA. ϒ(1S) suppression within this model is mostly due to the
dissociation of the excited states. For the ϒ(2S+3S) the 95%-confidence upper limit for RAA in the
centrality range of 0-60% was obtained, RAA(2S+3S)< 0.32.
RAA as a function of quarkonium binding energies, for ϒ(2S+ 3S) (0-60%), high-pT J/ψ (0-
10%) and ϒ(1S) (0-10%), are shown in the left panel of Fig. 5. Suppressions of high-pT J/ψ and
ϒ(1S) in the most central Au+Au collisions are at the same level, and the ϒ(2S+3S) measurement
suggests melting of these ϒ state in Au+Au collisions at√sNN = 200 GeV.
3. Outlook
STAR quarkonium measurements can be improved with two new detectors fully installed and
taking data since 2014: Heavy Flavor Tracker (HFT) and Muon Telescope Detector (MTD). The
HFT is a silicon vertex detector that will allow us to study the non-prompt J/ψ production from
B-meson decay, via topological reconstruction of displaced vertices. The MTD enables muon
identification in STAR and thus quarkonium measurements in the di-muon decay channel which is
cleaner than the di-electron decay channel. Compared to electrons, muons do not originate from γ
conversion in the detector material and receive much less contribution from Dalitz decays. Muons
are also less affected by radiative loses in the detector material, therefore the di-muon channel has
better mass resolution that is particularly important for separation of different ϒ states. The right
panel of Fig. 5 shows a projection for RAA of different ϒ states measured with the MTD.
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Figure 5: Left: STAR measurements of nuclear modification factors for different quarkonium states as a
function of the binding energy ([5]). Right: Projection of statistical uncertainties of ϒ RAA measurement for
different ϒ states with the MTD detector. The figure also shows in black measured STAR ϒ RAA [5].
4. Summary
In this contribution we present STAR results on the J/ψ and ϒ production at mid-rapidity. J/ψ
is measured in Au+Au collisions at different colliding energies, ranging from
√
sNN = 39 up to
200 GeV and in U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV. Significant J/ψ suppression is observed in
central collisions, with no strong energy or colliding system dependence. ϒ results are shown in
p+ p, d +Au and Au+Au collisions at
√
sNN = 200 GeV and in U+U collisions at
√
sNN = 193
GeV. The strong suppression of high-pT J/ψ and ϒ in the most central 200 GeV Au+Au collisions,
together with the indication of the complete suppression of ϒ(2S) and ϒ(3S), point to a presence
of the Quark-Gluon Plasma. With the new upgrades, STAR will continue its quarkonium physics
program and will be able to perform more precise quarkonium measurements in next years.
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